At Boss Design we are looking to make a positive impact on how people use and define space. The open plan office requires private spaces for people to meet, take a private phone call or just escape the pressures of the modern office.

Qube, our effective pod system offers this, providing the ability to control your own work space, contributing to well-being at work.

Whether it’s a single person telephone booth, a two person pod for ad-hoc face-to-face meetings or a large pod for team training, the Qube pod system provides flexible meeting spaces that are simple to specify and simple to install.
How long do pods take to install?
As an example our 3m x 3m pod takes between 2-3 hours for our technical team to install and a similar time to disassemble.

What are the standard sizes?
Standard sizes start from Solo pod up to 6m x 4m. Additionally, bespoke pods can be specified.

How much sound privacy do they offer?
The Qube range from Boss Design offers a noise suppression rating of up to 34dB.

Can we decide how many fabric/glass panels we have?
Yes, you can choose from fabric, glass, writeable glass and all over manifestations, so the possibilities are endless.

Why would you choose a pod rather than a partitioned office?
A pod is easier to install, and takes less time. More importantly it does not effect the environment it sits in. If you no longer need the pod you take it down and there is no damage to make good, so no dilapidation costs to incur.

What is the required install height for a pod?
The standard height required is 2.5m.

How is the pod powered?
Via a 13amp plug and lead for all lights and power.
Qube 3

Featured Products
- Boss Toto table
- Boss Toto chairs with wooden leg
- Boss Vite task chairs

Configuration
A 0236
B NUL x 2 + CG x 6
Qube 3

Features

LED lighting
PR motion sensor to activate lights and fan
6mm glazed panels
Upholstered panels
10mm glazed sliding door with soft open/close
Acoustic ceiling tiles
DDA compliant manifestations
35mm anodised extrusion
Pod height 2220mm
Pod height with airflow fan is 2430mm

Capacity 4+

Assembly 3-4 hours

Sound Privacy 31-34 decibels
Qube 4

Featured Products:
- Boss Display flip top tables
- Boss credenza
- Boss Starr chairs
- Lyndon Imogen sofas
- Boss Vite task chairs

Configuration:
A: Q4.5
B: AUB x 3 + CG x 10 + FG x 4
Qube 4

Features

LED lighting
PIR motion sensor to activate lights and fan
6mm glazed panels
Upholstered panels
10mm glazed sliding door with soft open/close
Acoustic ceiling tiles
DDA compliant manifestations
35mm anodised extrusion
Pod height 2220mm
Pod height with airflow fan is 2430mm

Capacity 6+
Assembly 3-4 hours
Sound Privacy 31-34 decibels
Qube 360

Featured Products
Pod 1 (foreground)
Komac Delt seating
Komac Line coffee table
Pod 2 (background)
Komac Reef table
Komac Loop chair (4 leg no arms)

Configurations
Pod 1 (foreground)
A Q360 x 1
B CAUB x 4 + CCG x 3
Pod 2 (background)
A Q360 x 1
B CAUB x 2 + CCG x 5
Qube 360

Features

LED lighting
PIR motion sensor to activate lights and fan
5mm glazed panels
Upholstered panels
8mm glazed sliding door
Acoustic ceiling tiles
DDA compliant manifestations
35mm white extrusion
Pod height 2220mm
Pod height with airflow fan is 2430mm

Capacity 4+
Assembly 2-3 hours
Privacy 31-34 decibels
Qube Duo

Featured Products
- Boss Layla sofa
- Boss Kruze coffee table
- Komac Happy chair
- Komac Kasa task chair

Configuration
- DUO x 1
Qube Duo

Features

- LED lighting
- PIR motion sensor to activate lights and fan
- 6mm glazed panels
- Upholstered panels
- 10mm glazed sliding door with soft open/close
- Acoustic ceiling tiles
- DDA compliant manifestations
- 35mm anodised extrusion
- Pod height 2220mm
- Pod height with airflow fan is 2430mm

Capacity 3+
Assembly 2-3 hours
Sound Privacy 31-34 decibels
Featured Products
Boss Mars meeting chair
Boss Vite task chair

Configuration
SOLO x 1
Qube Solo

Features

LED lighting
PIR motion sensor to activate lights and fan
6mm glazed panels
Upholstered panels
8mm glass pivot door
Acoustic ceiling tiles
DDA compliant manifestations
35mm anodised extrusion
Fixed shelf
Pod height 2220mm
Pod height with airflow fan is 2430mm

NB. Unit must be floor fixed

Capacity 1
Assembly 2 hours
Sound Privacy 31-34 decibels
Warranty

Boss Design Group warrant the original purchaser of a Qube pod system from the date of delivery.

A five year warranty covers all structural elements of the Qube pod and is subject to normal conditions of use and care. The structural guarantee includes items such as: integral structural fixings, aluminium profile frame, toughened glass, ceiling construction and is only valid if the Qube pod has been assembled or re-assembled by a Boss Design approved installer, otherwise the warranty is invalid.

Qube offers a two year warranty on all moving parts to include the door and airflow unit.

Consumables i.e LED light bulbs and LED drivers may be purchased through the Boss Design customer services department on 01384 454709.